A key goal of the Human Genome Project was to understand the complete set of human proteins, the proteome. Since the genome sequence by itself is not suf®cient for predicting new genes and alternative splicing events that lead to new proteins, expressed sequence tags (ESTs) are used as the primary tool for these purposes. The high prevalence of artifacts in dbEST, however, often leads to invalid predictions. Here we describe a novel method for recognizing genomic DNA contamination and other artifacts that cannot be identi®ed using current EST cleaning techniques. Our method uses the alignment of the entire set of ESTs to the human genome to identify highly contaminated EST libraries. We discovered 53 highly contaminated libraries and a subset of 24 766 ESTs from these libraries that probably represent contamination with genomic DNA, pre-mRNA, and ESTs that span noncanonical introns. Although this is only a small fraction of the entire EST dataset, each contaminating sequence could create a spurious transcript prediction. Indeed, in the clustering and assembly tool that we used, these sequences would have caused incorrect inference of 9575 new splice variants and 6370 new genes. Conclusions based on EST analysis, including prediction of alternative splicing, should be re-evaluated in light of these results. Our method, along with the identi®ed set of contaminated sequences, will be essential for applications that depend on large EST datasets.
INTRODUCTION
An expressed sequence tag (EST) is part of a gene that results from sequencing a portion of a cDNA clone that was generated from an mRNA (1) . Although expressed sequence contains the most interesting information, it constitutes only slightly >1% of the human genome (2) . Extracting exonic sequences directly from genomic sequence is dif®cult, but ESTs have provided a convenient means of accessing them. The largest public collection of ESTs is dbEST (3), a division of GenBank that currently contains more than 11 million sequences, including more than 4.2 million human sequences.
ESTs are important tools with many applications (4, 5) . They have been essential to rapid gene discovery (6±10) and have been used to build a physical map (11) and a gene map (12, 13) of the human genome, to annotate genomic sequence (14, 15) , locate exons (16, 17) , compare and contrast genomes of different organisms (18) , ®nd new members of gene families (19) , study gene expression on a large scale (20±22) and reconstruct metabolic pathways (23) . Analysis of large EST datasets led to identi®cation of putative single nucleotide polymorphisms (24, 25) and to recognition of the prevalence of alternative splicing in the human genome (26, 27) .
A key component of gene identi®cation and alternative splicing prediction is the correct analysis of gene structure and splice variants. This includes precise detection of the exons in each gene; indeed, the success rate of locating exons is an important measure of the performance of gene identi®cation algorithms (28) .
A typical collection of ESTs is highly redundant, so an early step in gene structure analysis is generally to group, or cluster, the ESTs based on sequence overlaps. The ESTs in each cluster are putatively from the same gene. Some systems assemble each cluster to produce a multiple alignment that approximates the sequence of the original cDNA that generated the ESTs in the cluster. The cluster's consensus sequence is a longer representation of the underlying gene than are any of the individual ESTs. Genomic DNA, when available, can be used to both guide the clustering and identify exon boundaries. Databases of EST clusters and/or assemblies include UniGene (29) , the TIGR Human Gene Index (30) , STACK (31) and GeneNest (32) .
A major obstacle to correct gene identi®cation is the high error rate in EST datasets (33) . EST sequences are unedited, single pass reads, typically several hundred bases long and have a base calling error rate as high as 3% (34) . Steps can be taken to mitigate the effects of sequence errors; per-base quality scores are sometimes available (35) , and when they are not, GenBank entries are occasionally annotated to indicate which portion of the sequence is of high quality. Sequences can also be aligned to the genome and errors can be corrected based on the genomic sequence.
In addition to sequencing errors, ESTs suffer from various kinds of contamination, depending in part on which of many available protocols was used to construct the cDNA libraries from which the ESTs were generated (36±40). Typical problems include sequences from portions of the sequencing vector or the linker at the ends of the ESTs. Vector contamination can also occur from DNA rearrangement events within the bacterium, causing the insertion of bacterial sequence into the middle of the EST. These contaminating sequences can generally be identi®ed by computationally comparing all EST sequences to a database of vector sequences and removed before the EST sequences are used. This process is referred to as`cleaning' (10, 41) . Generally, when a rearrangement is recognized, the EST is discarded.
Sequences from other organisms, such as viruses, can also occur as contaminants because of laboratory contamination or infection of the human whose tissue sample was used to construct the EST library (42) . These sequences can be removed by computational screening, as is done for sequencing vector contamination.
Chimeric sequences pose a more subtle problem. A chimera is a concatenation of two or more expressed sequences from different areas. It can be an artifact of cDNA cloning or sequencing (43, 44) . If a chimera is used as is for clustering, it will likely result in the combination of two genes into a single incorrect gene prediction. Identifying chimeras is more dif®cult than screening out other contamination, since the entire sequence is from the correct organism. Because the portions of a chimeric EST are joined at random, they are generally from different chromosomes or from distant regions of the same chromosome; comparison with the full genome sequence can help identify chimeric ESTs. Sophisticated algorithms that model EST properties are also used to identify chimeras (45, 46) .
An EST dataset can also be contaminated with genomic DNA from the organism itself. Protocol problems with DNase are one source of DNA contamination; when this happens, the oligo-dT primer used for ®rst strand synthesis can mis-prime off genomic poly-A stretches and exacerbate the level of contamination. Such contamination may make intronic regions appear as if they are expressed, resulting in the prediction of non-existent splice variants. DNA contamination from an intergenic region can result in a false gene prediction. Existing methods are unable to detect and remove such contamination, and techniques such as eliminating all unspliced sequences that create new putative splice variants often result in true splice variants being discarded (47) . In particular, single-exon genes may be missed entirely because of such ®ltering (48) . The method we describe here avoids these pitfalls by addressing genomic DNA contamination directly.
Premature mRNA (pre-mRNA)ÐmRNA that did not undergo the splicing processÐconstitutes another common form of EST contamination (47) . It can be a result of mispriming on intronic sequences. Although ESTs representing pre-mRNA contamination may appear to be instances of intron retention (47, 49, 50) , they are artifacts rather than real exonic sequences.
Current approaches to cleaning EST datasets process one EST at a time. This is appropriate for sequence artifacts such as sequencing errors, vector and virus contamination and chimeric sequences, but cannot remedy problems such as contamination with genomic DNA and pre-mRNA.
We propose an approach that does address these problems. Contamination with genomic DNA and pre-mRNA often depends on the protocol for EST library construction; it therefore typically affects entire libraries. Our unit of analysis is the EST library rather than the individual EST. Although recognizing contaminated sequences on an individual basis is dif®cult, since they align perfectly to the genome, a contaminated library has characteristics that can be recognized by examining the library's sequences as a group. We use information from clustering and assembly of the entire EST dataset to analyze each EST library. After identifying a library as being contaminated, we discard from it speci®c sequences that are likely to represent the contamination. We used this library-level analysis to screen large EST datasets for contamination with genomic DNA, pre-mRNA, and noncanonical introns.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Our analyses were based on examining gene structure and splice variants, as predicted from alignment of human ESTs to the Human genome. ESTs were from dbEST, GenBank version 126 (17 October 2001) (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ dbEST), which contained almost 3.86 million human EST sequences. The draft human genome, build 26 (17 October 2001) (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/guide/human), was used to guide the EST clustering and gene structure prediction.
ESTs were clustered and assembled using Compugen's LEADS system (51) . At a high level, the clustering process uses overlaps between ESTs to de®ne EST clusters, each corresponding to a complete or partial gene. The assembly process then uses the overlap patterns to predict gene structure and splice variants for each cluster (52, 53) . ESTs that do not share overlaps with other expressed sequences, and so are in clusters by themselves, are called singletons.
We provide a brief description of the operation of the LEADS system; further details are available (51±53). The EST dataset was ®rst cleaned by computationally aligning each EST to a database of typical confounding sequences, such as vectors, linkers and sequences from other organisms. Immunoglobulin and T-cell receptor sequences, whose complicated rearrangement patterns unduly complicate the clustering and assembly process, were also removed.
Repetitive elements and low complexity regions were then masked. Repetitive elements were found using a heuristic alignment model. Seeds of hits to repeats were ®ltered and extended using Smith±Waterman (54) alignment with the parameters match = 1, mismatch = ±3, gap_open = ±5, gap_extension = ±5 and min_score = 22.
The remaining 3.53 million EST sequences were aligned to the genome using a splicing model that allows long gaps. Alignment at better than 94% identity was required for an EST to be included for further processing; sequences with no good genomic alignment were not considered further. ESTs with multiple good hits were analyzed in more detail, taking into account percent identity and intron content (to differentiate between genes and processed pseudogenes), to choose the correct location. Sequences with different segments aligned to multiple chromosomes, or whose alignments to a single chromosome included inferred introns of more than 400 000 bases, were suspected of being chimeras and discarded. Low quality regions from the ends of the ESTs, based on comparison to the genomic DNA, were trimmed.
The preceding steps left 3.05 million EST sequences for clustering and assembly. Multiple alignments were created from the genomic sequence and the ESTs aligned to it. Positions in which at least one EST opened or closed a long genomic gap were treated as splice sites, with preference given to gaps that began with the bases GT or GC and ended with AG.
Assembly of 14 clusters failed because of various data problems. In addition, computer processing limitations precluded analysis of 110 clusters containing more than 1000 sequences. Although other clustering and assembly tools may be able to accommodate these large clusters, omitting them would not change the nature of our results. The ®nal input to our analysis included 2.72 million sequences from 6649 EST libraries.
RESULTS
The analyses were based on assembled clusters of ESTs created from aligning all human sequences from dbEST to the draft human genome, as described in Materials and Methods. Using the gene structures described by the assemblies, we calculated the percent of unspliced singleton sequences, the percent of sequences that overlap introns, and the percent of sequences that span non-canonical introns for each EST library. For each characteristic we calculated the mean and standard deviation for the entire set of EST libraries, and libraries with percentages more than three standard deviations above the mean were¯agged as possibly being contaminated with human genomic DNA, contamination with pre-mRNA, and prevalence of non-canonical introns, respectively, as described below in detail. In each case, our results were supported by additional evidence.
For the statistics to be meaningful, we considered only EST libraries containing at least 100 ESTs that appeared in at least 50 clusters. The 1906 libraries that met these criteria included 2.52 million sequences after the processing described in Materials and Methods. The complete set of characteristics calculated for all libraries is available in the online Supplementary Material.
Human genomic DNA contamination
When a library is contaminated with human genomic DNA, the contaminating sequences will all be unspliced relative to the genome, since each contaminating sequence is contiguous genomic sequence. In addition, many contaminating sequences will be from intergenic regions, because between 64 and 75% of the genome consists of intergenic regions (2) , and contaminating sequences originate randomly from different parts of the genome. The probability that a randomly chosen contaminating sequence from an intergenic region will overlap another such sequence is small, so many sequences contaminated with genomic DNA will be singletons (clusters containing only a single EST) after clustering. Libraries contaminated with genomic DNA will therefore contain an overabundance of unspliced singletons. As singleton clusters may represent rarely expressed genes, discarding all unspliced singletons would be wasteful.
We used the fraction of unspliced singletons in a library to recognize libraries with human genomic DNA contamination. In order to determine what value of this fraction indicates a problem, we compared the values of these fractions from all the libraries. Libraries whose values were far from the mean were likely to be contaminated. Figure 1 shows a histogram of the number of EST libraries as a function of the percentage of unspliced singletons in the library. The mean percentage of unspliced singletons among a library's sequences was 11.3%, with a standard deviation of 9.3%. Libraries whose percentage of unspliced singletons was three or more standard deviations above the mean (39.3%) were¯agged as possibly being contaminated with human genomic DNA. Although the distribution of percentages may be non-normal, this is a conservative approach to choosing data to omit from the dataset. Of the 1906 libraries considered, 21 libraries (1.1%) were so labeled; they are listed in Table 1 .
Although most sequences from genomic DNA contamination in these libraries are singletons, some do ®nd their way into clusters that contain other ESTs. Figure 2 illustrates the problem caused by including such a contaminating sequence in a cluster; in this example, an extra transcript is predicted, but it is likely to be spurious and will confound any conclusions drawn from this cluster. Although this sequence could be the result of alternative splicing, its source being a library that contains 70% unspliced singletons (NCI_ CGAP_PHE1) makes the alternative splicing explanation unlikely.
In order to remove as many contaminating ESTs as possible without losing too many informative sequences, we suggest discarding all singleton sequences from contaminated libraries, as well as all unspliced sequences from contaminated libraries that appear in clusters that contain more than one EST. In our dataset, this corresponded to discarding 11 667 sequences. Of these, 6370 were singletons; discarding them removed an equal number of falsely predicted genes. The remaining 5297 sequences were contained in 3481 clusters; The ®rst ®ve entries in Table 1 , the libraries with the largest percentages of unspliced singletons, are of particular interest. Over 90% of the sequences in each library are unspliced, and 68±80% of their sequences are unspliced singletons. These libraries are probably almost entirely contamination; that is, almost all their sequences represent genomic DNA rather than portions of mRNAs.
Seeking con®rmation of these results, we compared the repeat content of the discarded sequences to that of a randomly chosen set of EST sequences. Nearly 45% of the genome consists of interspersed repeats, but these appear mainly in introns and intergenic regions (48) . Although expressed sequences contain repeats, the repeat rate is much higher in regions that are not expressed. Sequences contaminated with genomic DNA will therefore tend to contain more repetitive regions than will ESTs.
Of the 11 667 sequences that were discarded because of suspected contamination with human genomic DNA, 3524 (30.2%) contained signi®cant hits to human repetitive elements (see Materials and Methods for details). In contrast, in a sample of 10 000 randomly chosen ESTs, only 806 (8.1%) contained such hits. This indicates that the eliminated sequences were indeed genomic contamination.
Pre-mRNA contamination
Unlike the sequences that contain DNA contamination, premRNA sequences should appear mostly within genes, since by de®nition they come from expressed regions. Because genes consist mainly of introns (48) , most ESTs derived from premRNA sequences will be partly or completely contained within introns. As a result, they will cause clustering and assembly tools to incorrectly treat the intronic portions of the pre-mRNA sequences as exons and will lead to the prediction of spurious transcripts.
In order to identify contamination from pre-mRNA, we ®rst identi®ed introns on the genome. For this purpose, an intron was de®ned as a gap of at least 15 bases in the alignment of an expressed sequence to the genome that begins with the bases GT' or`GC' and ends with`AG' (see Non-canonical introns, below, for further details about common sequences that start Figure 2 . A cluster that contains a sequence suspected of being human genomic DNA contamination. Although most ESTs that represent genomic DNA come from intergenic regions, some appear in clusters that contain other sequences. This ®gure shows an example of such a case. The two dark blue lines at the top represent predicted transcripts, the red line below them represents the genome, and the three following black and purple lines represent ESTs. The second EST (black bar) represents sequence AA601679 from EST library NCI_CGAP_PHE1, which was identi®ed as having a high rate of genomic DNA contamination. The extension of the black bar to the left of the purple bar above it (denoted by the thin black arrow) is probably a portion of an intron that was included because of genomic DNA contamination. This resulted in the prediction of an additional transcript (transcript_0) that is likely to be spurious. Figure 3 . The mean percentage of library sequences that overlap introns was 3.7%, with a standard deviation of 2.0%. Using the criterion of three standard deviations, the cutoff for labeling a library as being contaminated with premRNA was 9.8%. Table 2 lists the 14 libraries (0.7% of the libraries analyzed) with percentages above the cut-off. Interestingly, all libraries listed in Table 2 were prepared with a protocol that uses random primers for cDNA ampli®cation (40, 55) . The different protocol may explain the high contamination in these libraries, since most other protocols use poly-T primers for cDNA ampli®cation, and poly-T primers prefer mature mRNAs that contain poly-A tails.
As a conservative approach for excluding sequences that may be problematic, we suggest omitting all sequences from these libraries that overlap an intron (as de®ned above), or that are unspliced relative to the genome. In our test set, 2128 sequences were deleted from 1104 clusters, resulting in the elimination of 538 transcript predictions that were probably spurious.
To verify our results, we compared the repeat content of the discarded sequences to that of a random set of ESTs. Of the 2128 deleted sequences, 346 (16.3%) contained signi®cant hits to human interspersed repeats, compared with 8.1% of the control set. The difference, though signi®cant, is smaller than the difference for genomic DNA contamination. This is probably because pre-mRNA sequences contain some expressed sequence, but genomic contamination is rarely from expressed regions.
Non-canonical introns
Introns that begin with the bases GT or GC and end with the bases AG are referred to as`canonical introns'. The overwhelming majority (98.12%) of introns are of the GT/ AG kind, and 0.76% are of the GC/AG kind (48) . We have found, though, that some libraries have a much larger than normal fraction of sequences that span non-canonical introns. Although this could, in principle, happen in nature, it is probably a symptom of other problems that adversely affect use of these libraries in generating consensus sequences from EST clusters.
In order to evaluate this kind of contamination in EST libraries, we identi®ed intron ends by examining the alignment of the ESTs to the genome, and¯agged ESTs that span at least one non-canonical intron. In virtually all libraries analyzed (1878 of 1906), no more than 5% of the sequences in the library were¯agged; the mean percentage was 1% and the standard deviation was 2.28%. The mean percentage of noncanonical introns is much lower than 1%, as most sequences contain multiple introns.
Using a cut-off of three standard deviations above the mean, libraries in which more than 7.8% of the sequences werē agged were identi®ed as contaminated with sequences spanning non-canonical introns. The 19 libraries (1%) so Figure 3 . Number of EST libraries as a function of the percentage of sequences in the library that overlap introns. The percentage of sequences that overlap introns in each of the 1906 libraries was computed using the LEADS clustering and assembly tool. The mean percentage was 3.7%, with a standard deviation of 2.0%. The cut-off indicated by the arrow is three standard deviations above the mean, or 9.8%. The 14 libraries with percentages above this limit are probably highly contaminated with pre-mRNA sequences. EST libraries with percentages of pre-mRNA contamination above the cut-off of 9.8%, sorted by that percentage. The columns show the number of ESTs from a library, the number of clusters in which the sequences appear, the percentage of sequences in the library that partially overlap introns, and the percentage of sequences that are unspliced in the clustering and assembly output.
identi®ed are listed in Table 3 . One library, HTE, is also listed in Table 1 as probably contaminated with human genomic DNA.
Although we do not understand why some libraries have such a large fraction of sequences that span non-canonical introns, several factors indicate that these non-canonical introns are experimental artifacts rather than biological reality. First, all the libraries but one (PLACE4 is the exception) were generated in the same institute. Secondly, these putative introns differ dramatically in size from typical introns. In particular, 64% of the non-canonical introns from these libraries (excluding those from library PLACE4) are 51±59 bases long, with 46% being exactly 54 bases long. Over the entire human genome, the average intron size is more than 3000 bases (48) . This points to some kind of error in the creation of these ESTs or in the reporting of their sequences. Figure 4 illustrates a cluster containing a sequence from a library that exhibits non-canonical introns. The gap denoted by the black arrow is a non-canonical intron (it begins with AA and ends with TT) and is 54 bases long. It appears only in the one sequence in that cluster that comes from a library detected as possibly contaminated. This gap may represent sequence that has somehow been incorrectly deleted from the EST.
The library PLACE4 merits special attention. All sequences from this library that contain non-canonical introns share a single non-canonical intron in a single cluster. This is quite different from the other libraries. The fact that all other libraries listed in Table 3 are from a single source, and PLACE4 is from a different source, leads us to conjecture that this cluster exhibits a rare but real splicing pattern. We therefore did not discard data from PLACE4, even though it has a large percentage of sequences with non-canonical introns.
As with the problems discussed above, we suggest a conservative approach to eliminating sequences to retain as much useful information as possible. We recommend discarding all sequences from these libraries that have noncanonical introns. This resulted in the omission of 10 971 sequences and 7862 possibly spurious transcript predictions contained in 5074 clusters.
DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated a novel method for recognizing EST contamination that cannot be identi®ed using previously known approaches. Rather than analyzing ESTs one at a time, entire EST libraries are examined en masse. Characteristics of the libraries, rather than those of individual ESTs, are used to ®nd contamination. The result is EST datasets that give more accurate predictions of gene structure and alternative splicing, and so are more effective in the myriad applications for which ESTs are used.
Applying these methods to dbEST, version 126, eliminated 24 766 ESTs (0.9% of the sequences contained in the output from clustering and assembly) from 16 029 clusters. Removing these sequences caused 6370 singleton clusters to disappear, and 9575 probably spurious transcript predictions were dropped. The numbers of ESTs removed as a result of each problem described earlier, and the effect of such removal on the numbers of gene and transcript predictions, are summarized in Table 4 . Any study that uses ESTs for purposes of prediction must consider ignoring these contaminating sequences.
We note that because our approach is based on statistical characteristics of a library, it does not work well for small libraries or libraries whose sequences appear in only a small number of clusters. Many libraries are smaller than the cutoffs used for this analysis and may contain contamination that we cannot detect.
This research can be extended in several directions. Some EST libraries are derived by pooling cDNA clones from multiple tissues. Problems in sequences from one tissue might be reduced to apparently reasonable levels when several tissues are combined. The source tissue of each clone can, however, be determined by using specially inserted tags (56) . One could separate pooled libraries into tissue-speci®c subsets and apply our method to the sequences from each tissue separately.
Since the sequence of the human genome is still at a draft stage, applying our method using other versions of the human genome may alter the numbers slightly. Doing so should not affect the overall per-library results, though, because the analysis used only EST libraries that appeared in at least 50 different EST clusters, corresponding to at least 50 different genomic loci.
We point out in addition that our method does not depend on use of a speci®c clustering and assembly tool. It could therefore be implemented using other EST clustering and assembly tools, such as STACK (31) or TAP (17) .
Our approach can also be used to improve existing methods for cleaning EST datasets. For example, one could identify ESTs that align well to the genome, except at the end. A library with a large percentage of such sequences should be investigated to see if it was prepared with a vector or linker that does not appear in the screening databases. Similarly, protocol errors may have occurred in generating a library with a large fraction of chimeric sequences. In general, this methodology can be used to implement a suite of tests for cleaning EST data in a more thorough manner than is currently done.
Our method and the possibly contaminated libraries that it identi®ed have signi®cant implications for projects that use ESTs to predict gene structure and alternative splicing patterns. The improved predictions will translate into more accurate results for the wide variety of applications based on EST data. Each removed singleton corresponds to eliminating a spurious gene prediction. Figure 4 . A cluster that exhibits a non-canonical intron. The two dark blue lines at the top represent predicted transcripts, the red line below them represents the genome, and the six following purple lines represent ESTs. The gap indicated by the black arrow begins with AA and ends with TT (i.e., it is a non-canonical intron). The gap is 54 bases long, which is similar to many of the observed non-canonical introns found in problematic libraries. The gap occurred only in the sequence that came from a library detected as possibly contaminated; it may correspond to sequence that was incorrectly deleted from some ESTs. This gap resulted in the prediction of a splice variant (transcript_1) that is likely spurious. 
